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Chapter

1
About AtScale Intelligence Platform

This section gives an overview of AtScale and the AtScale Intelligence Platform solution offered in the
Microsoft Azure marketplace.

Topics:

• What is AtScale?

• Why AtScale?

• AtScale Deployment Architecture

• AtScale Server Architecture

• AtScale Object Model Overview

What is AtScale?

AtScale allows interactive, online analytical processing (OLAP) directly on data in Hadoop. It is an
OLAP query engine purpose-built for the Hadoop ecosystem.

AtScale allows non-technical users to access data in the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) and
turn it into virtual, multi-dimensional cubes ready for real-time analysis. Business users can design
and publish these virtual cubes using the AtScale Design Center web application. Published cubes are
immediately available to accept queries.

Using standard ODBC/JDBC or OLE DB drivers, users connect to a published cube in AtScale from
existing BI tools and client applications. The AtScale engine intercepts SQL or MDX queries issued
from BI tools and client applications, optimizes them, and executes them directly on the Hadoop cluster
using your chosen SQL-on-Hadoop engine.

AtScale uses advanced machine-learning algorithms to optimize BI query workloads on-demand, create
and maintain smart aggregates, and deliver the performance that users have come to expect from their
legacy relational data warehouses and OLAP data marts.
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Why AtScale?

AtScale makes BI on Hadoop possible without moving the data off of the Hadoop cluster, preparing the
data ahead of time, or having to learn a new BI tool.

AtScale is an OLAP Engine Purpose-Built for Hadoop

AtScale supports existing BI workloads using Hadoop as the sole platform for data storage, data
discovery, data optimization, and query processing. AtScale was designed with the following principles
in mind:

• Model Without Movement - AtScale allows business users to describe a multi-dimensional,
relational model on top of the datasets stored in the Hadoop file system. AtScale's virtual cube
designer is based on concepts that information workers already understand. The AtScale cube
contains the metadata that business intelligence (BI) applications need to browse and query data
directly in Hadoop. It makes Hadoop look just like any other multi-dimensional (MOLAP) data
mart or relational (ROLAP) data warehouse, without the need for ETL (extract, transform, load)
processing or moving the data off of the Hadoop cluster.

• Automate 'Smart' Aggregate Creation - Maintaining aggregate tables is one of the biggest
drawbacks of maintaining a relational data warehouse. Although to get adequate performance
from an relational OLAP engine, summarized aggregate tables are a necessity. Instead of building
and maintaining aggregate tables up front, the AtScale engine dynamically builds and maintains
aggregates on-demand based on the data that BI users request. AtScale's aggregate manager uses
advanced algorithms to estimate query workloads, and optimize query performance without human
intervention.

• Optimize Queries, Not Data - OLAP engines of the past have focused on optimizing the data to
support the potential queries submitted by BI tools. Instead of trying to wrangle big data into a
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form that works for BI queries, the AtScale engine optimizes the queries to work with the data in its
current form. It uses information about the data to get optimal performance from existing Hadoop
resources. AtScale not only optimizes query performance, it shortens the entire ‘time to insight’ life-
cycle. It removes the bottlenecks and complexity that have been a barrier to the widespread adoption
of OLAP on Hadoop.

AtScale Makes SQL-on-Hadoop Work for BI

While it is certainly possible to connect ODBC-compliant BI applications (like Tableau) directly to an
SQL-on-Hadoop engine (like Hive or Impala), performance is usually not acceptable for the types of
queries that these BI applications issue. Hive and Impala are not OLAP servers. They do not optimize
for BI query workloads.

BI tools send multi-dimensional queries that require large sort, group by, and aggregate operations. To
improve performance, administrators can pre-aggregate the data into special tables that the BI tools
can use, but this approach is not scalable and is hard to maintain. Also, many BI tools expect to work
with data that has been modeled into a multi-dimensional cube format. Raw data stored in Hadoop is
rarely modeled in this way. This results in queries that either fail because the syntax sent by the BI tool
is either not recognized, or it results in very complicated, multi-step (and slow) queries to process the
requested data.

Also, BI tools often send multiple queries at once to populate report controls such as filter drop-down
menus and check-boxes. Population of these controls require separate DISTINCT queries on each
column used in a report. When these columns come from tables that contain billions of records, the
simple operation of populating these controls can take minutes, or even hours! AtScale was designed to
support fast, accurate distinct counts to support the interactivity that BI users expect.

AtScale is a true OLAP server. It allows administrators to create and publish virtual cubes that the BI
tools understand. It can serve both SQL and MDX queries issued by the BI tools, and determine the
most optimal query execution plan for the underlying SQL-on-Hadoop engine. It optimizes BI query
workloads automatically by creating and maintaining smart aggregates on the fly.
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AtScale Works with Your Enterprise BI Tools

AtScale is an OLAP solution that not only works in this new world of big data, but also works with
enterprise BI tools that business users already know and love. AtScale uses the industry-standard drivers
and protocols already supported by your BI applications.

AtScale's virtual cube acts as a metadata layer to present the data in a simplified format that is easy
for business users to work with. Even though it may be comprised of many different source datasets in
Hadoop, an AtScale cube appears as a single relational table or OLAP cube to your BI applications.

AtScale Deployment Architecture

AtScale is deployed on a single gateway node in the same data center as your Hadoop cluster. A data
center can be a physical data center or a virtual data center in the cloud. The AtScale server sits between
your BI client applications and Hadoop. AtScale acts as a data server to your BI applications, and a
client of your Hadoop services.

The AtScale software should be installed on its own dedicated hardware co-located in the same data
center as your Hadoop cluster. AtScale recommends putting the AtScale server on a network with
at least 1 Gbps connectivity to your Hadoop cluster. AtScale communicates with the Hadoop cluster
through the HDFS NameNode and YARN ResourceManager. It does not access the Hadoop DataNodes
directly. To execute queries, AtScale connects to your chosen SQL-on-Hadoop service (Impala,
SparkSQL or Hive) using a HiveServer2 JDBC connection.

Business users access the AtScale server from ODBC-compliant, JDBC-compliant, or OLE DB-
compliant BI applications. AtScale services the incoming SQL and/or MDX query requests issued by the
BI tools. Business users can also choose to install the AtScale SideCar client if they want to profile the
queries sent by their BI client applications.
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Administrators access the AtScale Design Center application using an HTML5-compliant web browser.
This is where AtScale administrators manage user access to Hadoop data and environments. This is also
where AtScale users define and publish virtual cubes on the data residing in Hadoop.

AtScale Server Architecture

AtScale is comprised of a number of services that run on the AtScale gateway node. These services
interact with BI client tools using standard interfaces such as ODBC, JDBC or OLE DB. AtScale also
uses various Hadoop services to optimize and execute BI queries directly on the Hadoop cluster.

AtScale is installed on a single node, called a gateway node. The AtScale gateway node sits between
your BI client applications and Hadoop.

AtScale Client Applications

To ODBC and JDBC-compliant client applications, AtScale looks like a relational database server.
These client applications connect to AtScale using the same Hive ODBC or JDBC drivers that you
would install if you were using Hive or Impala on its own. AtScale would then be configured as a data
source to your BI applications. These applications connect to the AtScale engine and access a published
AtScale cube. To these client applications, an AtScale cube appears as one relational table, even though
it may be comprised of many different source tables in Hive. Once connected to an AtScale cube, these
client applications send SQL queries to the AtScale engine.

For applications that send MDX queries, AtScale looks like an OLAP cube server. These client
applications connect to AtScale using the standard OLE DB drivers that you would use if you were
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using an OLAP server such as Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services. To these client applications,
an AtScale cube appears as a true multi-dimensional cube, even though it is really a virtual metadata
layer comprised of one or more Hive source tables. Once connected to an AtScale cube, these client
applications send MDX queries to the AtScale engine.

Users can choose to install the optional AtScale SideCar client on the machine running their client
applications. AtScale SideCar is used for estimation, monitoring and profiling of queries sent to the
AtScale engine for execution. SideCar is also used to download the AtScale cube descriptor files used by
BI client tools.

AtScale Services

The AtScale gateway node has the following services:

• AtScale Engine - The AtScale engine accepts incoming SQL or MDX queries, parses them, plans
them, and submits an optimized query plan to Hadoop for execution. Based on the AtScale virtual
cube schema and statistics collected about the underlying data in Hadoop, the AtScale aggregate
manager dynamically creates and maintains aggregate tables to optimize query performance on-
demand. These 'smart aggregates' are created and managed in Hive.

• AtScale Design Center - This is a web application that data administrators use to manage access to
different Hadoop environments, connect to Hadoop data, and model virtual cubes. Once an AtScale
cube is published, it is available as a data source for client connections.

• AtScale Security Service - This is a web application for managing users and groups, object
permissions, and authentication requests. Users can be authenticated locally or through an external
LDAP directory service.

• AtScale SideCar Server - This serves status requests to the AtScale SideCar client application.

• AtScale Metadata Catalog - The metadata catalog holds all of the information about the data
managed by AtScale - the Hive source tables, the virtual cube definitions, the smart aggregate created
by AtScale, and rich statistics about the data. The catalog service is a PostgreSQL database running
on the AtScale gateway node.

Hadoop Services Used by AtScale

AtScale is a client to the following Hadoop services:

• Hive Metastore - AtScale uses Hive to connect to the source data sets, and to store the smart
aggregates it creates.

• SQL-on-Hadoop Engine - AtScale submits its optimized query plans to the configured SQL-on-
Hadoop engine for execution. Depending on the engine you're using, AtScale submits its query plans
either directly to the SQL engine (as in the case of Impala) or as an application running in YARN (as
in the case of SparkSQL).

• YARN - Interactive query applications (such as SparkSQL and Hive) run directly on the Hadoop
cluster within the YARN parallel data processing framework. The AtScale engine has an embedded
Spark Coordinator that can submit SparkSQL queries directly to the YARN ResourceManager.
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• HDFS - AtScale uses the Hive metastore to determine the location and structure of the data in HDFS.
AtScale also writes its smart aggregate tables to the Hive metastore directories in HDFS.

AtScale Object Model Overview

This section explains the different objects you see in the AtScale Design Center application and how
they relate to each other.

Every AtScale instance has one default organization, which is where the AtScale administrator manages
users, groups, roles and permissions. Within the organization, are the active instances of the AtScale
OLAP server, called an engine. Within an engine you can create one or more environments. An
environment is a way to connect AtScale to different physical or virtual Hadoop cluster resources within
your organization.

Environments have connections that point to source data in Hadoop. If you have multiple environments,
one of them is always designated as the default environment. For example, if production is your default
environment, you would use the source data in this environment when designing your virtual cubes. This
is also the environment where cube projects are published by default.

When you are designing cubes, you work within a project. A project contains one or more cubes that
share source datasets in common.

When a project is ready, you publish it (and all of its associated cubes) into a particular environment of
the AtScale engine. End-users can then connect to the published cubes from their BI applications, and
immediately issue queries.
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2
Create the AtScale Intelligence Platform Cluster

AtScale Intelligence Platform is an integrated solution comprised of a variably-sized HDInsights cluster plus a
single AtScale gateway node. The cluster comes pre-configured with a Hive metastore service and SparkSQL
for interactive queries. This section explains how to launch an AtScale + HDInsights cluster from the Azure
Marketplace.

Topics:

• Step 1: Configure the AtScale VM

• Step 2: Configure the HDInsight Cluster

• Step 3: Create Virtual Network

• Step 4: Review and Launch

• Open Inbound Ports for AtScale

Step 1: Configure the AtScale VM

The first step in deploying an AtScale Intelligence Platform cluster is to configure the virtual machine
(VM) instance for the AtScale gateway node.
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The AtScale VM is launched using a D1 Standard sized instance, which is a good size for
demonstration purposes. You may want to change to a larger instance size after deploying if
you choose to use AtScale for production workloads. See the Azure Documentation for more
information on VM instance sizing.

1. Enter a Host Name label for the AtScale node.

2. Enter an SSH User name for the VM. This is the system user you will use this user to access the VM
via SSH.

3. Choose the SSH Authentication type. If you choose PASSWORD, you must enter a password that
complies with the Azure password rules. If you choose PUBLIC KEY, you must paste in the public
key of your client machine.

See the Azure Documentation for more information about connecting to a VM using SSH.

4. Choose the Azure subscription that this VM should belong to.

5. Choose an existing or create a new resource group for this VM.

6. Click Select to move to the next step:

Step 2: Configure the HDInsight Cluster

The second step of the deployment process is to configure the HDInsight (Hadoop) cluster that AtScale
will use to execute queries and store its aggregated data output.

The HDInsight cluster comes preconfigured with 2 Hadoop NameNodes (Head Nodes) and an adjustable
number of worker nodes. Other Hadoop services that AtScale needs, such as Hive, are also installed and
configured on the cluster.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/virtual-machines-size-specs/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/virtual-machines-linux-use-ssh-key/
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1. Enter a Cluster Name and click Select. This name will be used to label the VMs in the HDInsight
cluster so you can identify them.

2. Cluster Type and Cluster Operating System cannot be changed for this solution. All Hadoop VMs
will be launched with the Ubuntu 12.04 LTS operating system.

3. Enter the login Credentials for the HDInsight cluster and click Select. This is the user name and
password that you will use to log in to Ambari (the Hadoop administration console), and to execute
jobs on the cluster.

4. Choose the Azure Data Source where your source data resides and click Select. This references
an existing storage container (folder) in an Azure storage account. You can select from all storage
accounts in your subscription, or reference a storage container in another account by its name and
access key.
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5. Select Node Pricing Tiers and choose the number and size of the Worker Nodes in your HDInsight

cluster, and click Select. See the Microsoft Azure Documentation for more information about VM
sizes and pricing.

6. You are not required to enter anything for Optional Configuration. Click OK to move to the next
step.

Step 3: Create Virtual Network

The third step of the deployment process is to configure the virtual network for the HDInsight cluster
and AtScale gateway node VMs.

An Azure virtual network (VNet) is a representation of a network in the cloud. AtScale and the
HDInsight cluster are deployed in the same virtual network. You can control Azure network settings for
the cluster, such as DHCP address blocks and DNS settings. See the Microsoft Azure Documentation for
more information about virtual networks.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-d-series-virtual-machine-sizes/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/virtual-networks-create-vnet-arm-pportal/
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1. Enter a Name for your virtual network.

2. Enter the Address Space for the virtual network (range of private IP addresses that the cluster VMs
can use).

3. (optional) Enter a Subnet Name and Subnet Address Range. Subnetting allows you to further
divide the host part of the address into two different subnets. In this case, a part of the host address is
reserved to identify the particular subnet.

4. Click OK.

Step 4: Review and Launch

The third step of the deployment process is to verify your settings, accept the license terms and launch
the cluster.
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1. Review the Summary page to confirm your settings, and click Select.

2. Review the Legal Terms page, and click Buy.

3. Click Create to complete the setup process and launch the cluster.

4. When the process completes, you can view the resource group in the Microsoft Azure console.

Open Inbound Ports for AtScale

After the cluster is deployed, you will need to edit the Network Security Group configuration to allow
inbound access to AtScale services from your client network.

A network security group (NSG) controls traffic to a virtual machines (VM) in a virtual network. An
NSG contains access control rules that allow or deny inbound or outbound traffic. In order for users in
your client network to be able to use AtScale, you must open the ports for the AtScale query engine,
Design Center web application, and SideCar server application to allow incoming traffic.

See the Microsoft Azure documentation for more information about NSGs.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/virtual-networks-create-nsg-arm-pportal/
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Open the following ports for incoming traffic from your external client network.

AtScale Service Default Port Allow incoming / outgoing connections from…

AtScale Engine (ODBC,JDBC) 11111-11113 End-user client network

AtScale Engine (HTTP, XMLA) 10502 End-user client network

Design Center 10500 End-user client network

Sidecar Server 10501 End-user client network

AtScale Administration
Console

10504 End-user client network
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3
Next Steps

To get started, you can log in to the AtScale Design Center web application and look at the sample data and
project. After you are familiar with AtScale, you can load your own data into the HDInsight cluster and build
your own AtScale projects and cubes.

Topics:

• Log in to AtScale Design Center

• View the Azure Sample Project

• AtScale Documentation

Log in to AtScale Design Center

After AtScale is installed and running, you can open a web browser, and go to the URL of the AtScale

Design Center web application. To log in for the first time, use admin and admin as the username and
password.

You can find the public IP address of the AtScale VM in the Microsoft Azure console:

Enter the following URL in your browser location field, where atscale_vm_ip is the public IP
address of the AtScale VM and 10500 is the AtScale Design Center web application port:

http://atscale_vm_ip:10500
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When prompted for a username and password, use admin and admin to log in for the first time.

View the Azure Sample Project

The AtScale installer creates a sample database in Hive that you can use to model projects and cubes.
AtScale cubes are managed inside of a project, and a project can contain multiple cubes.

You can open the Azure Sample project and cube to see the sample dataset and the cube metadata
modeled in AtScale.

AtScale Documentation

To learn more about AtScale, refer to the following documentation resources.

• AtScale Online Documentation

• Video: Getting Started with AtScale Design Center

• Video: HDInsight and AtScale Demo

https://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/documentation.atscale.com/webdocs/index.html#preface/welcome_atscale_docs.html
https://atscale.wistia.com/medias/w9jxefg6jt
https://atscale.wistia.com/medias/3q9dw5jp3u
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Glossary

This is a glossary of Microsoft Azure terms that you may come across when deploying AtScale
Intelligence Platform.

See the AtScale Documentation for AtScale terminology and concepts.

resource group

A resource group is a container that holds related resources, such as virtual machines and storage, for an
application.

The infrastructure for an application is typically made up of many components – virtual machines, a
storage account, a virtual network, databases, web applications, etc. A resource group allows you to
deploy, manage, and monitor all of these components as a single entity.

See the Microsoft Azure documentation for more information.

storage account

An Azure storage account gives you access to the Azure Blob, Queue, Table, and File services in Azure
Storage. A storage account provides a unique namespace for Azure Storage data objects. By default, the
data in a storage account is available only to the account owner.See the Microsoft Azure documentation
for more information.

subscription

A Microsoft Azure subscription grants you access to Azure services and the Azure Management Portal.

A Microsoft Azure subscription has two aspects: your account, through which resource usage is reported
and services are billed, and the subscription to the Microsoft Azure service itself. The subscription
holder manages subscribed services through the Microsoft Azure Management Portal.

https://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/documentation.atscale.com/webdocs/index.html#glossary/glossary_top.html
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/resource-group-overview/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/storage-create-storage-account/
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